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Product Disclaimer 

(1) Introduction

This disclaimer governs your use of our ebook; by using our ebook, you accept this disclaimer in full. If you disagree with any part of this 
disclaimer, you must not use our ebook.

(2) Credit

This document was created by Matchfit Conditioning Limited

(3) Intellectual property rights

Unless otherwise stated, we or our licensors own the intellectual property rights in the ebook. Subject to the licence below, all these intellectual 
property rights are reserved.

(4) Licence to use ebook

You may view, download for caching purposes only, and print pages from the ebook for your own personal use, subject to the restrictions below.

You must not:

(a) republish material from this ebook (including republication on another website);

(b) sell, rent or otherwise sub-license material from the ebook;

(c) show any material from the ebook in public;

(d) reproduce, duplicate, copy or otherwise exploit material in our ebook for a commercial purpose

(e) edit or otherwise modify any material in the ebook; or

(f) redistribute material from this ebook

(5) Limitation and exclusion of warranties and liability

Whilst we endeavor to ensure that the information in this ebook is correct, we do not warrant its completeness or accuracy; nor do we commit to 
ensuring that the ebook remains available or that the material in the ebook is kept up to date.

To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, we exclude all representations, warranties and conditions relating to this ebook and the use 
of this ebook (including, without limitation, any warranties implied by law in respect of satisfactory quality, fitness for purpose and/or the use of 
reasonable care and skill).

Nothing in this disclaimer will: (a) limit or exclude our or your liability for death or personal injury resulting from negligence; (b) limit or exclude 
our or your liability for fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation; (c) limit any of our or your liabilities in any way that is not permitted under 
applicable law; or (d) exclude any of our or your liabilities that may not be excluded under applicable law.

The limitations and exclusions of liability set out in this Section and elsewhere in this disclaimer: (a) are subject to the preceding paragraph; and 
(b) govern all liabilities arising under the disclaimer or in relation to the subject matter of this disclaimer, including liabilities arising in contract, in
tort (including negligence) and for breach of statutory duty.

We will not be liable for any loss, damage or personal injury of any nature.

We will not be liable to you in respect of any losses arising out of any event or events beyond our reasonable control. 

We will not be liable to you in respect of any business losses, including (without limitation) loss of or damage to profits, income, revenue, use, 
production, anticipated savings, business, contracts, commercial opportunities or goodwill.

We will not be liable to you in respect of any loss or corruption of any data, database or software.

We will not be liable to you in respect of any special, indirect or consequential loss or damage.

(6) Variation

We may revise this disclaimer from time to time. The revised disclaimer will apply to the use of our ebook from the date of the publication of the 
revised disclaimer in our ebook.

(7) Entire agreement

Subject to the third paragraph of Section [5], this disclaimer constitutes the entire agreement between you and us in relation to your use of our 
ebook and supersedes all previous agreements in respect of your use of our ebook.

(8) Law and jurisdiction

This disclaimer will be governed by and construed in accordance with English law, and any disputes relating to this disclaimer will be subject to the 
non-exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of England and Wales.

(9) Our Details

You can contact Matchfit Conditioning Limited by email: info@matchfitconditioning.com



Speed of recognition
Reaction time
Your ability to anticipate and read the game (which comes
with experience)

 Linear speed
 Fast footwork
 Lateral movement
 Weaving

CAN YOU BECOME FASTER?

Some athletes are gifted with a skeletal system that favours
running at speed more than others, genetics pre-determines the
ratio of fast to slow twitch muscle fibres in your muscle fibre
composition (fast-twitch fibres required for speed). 

Although your improvements in speed are limited by nature and
your genetic makeup, everyone can become faster than they
currently are by implementing an effective speed programme
into their training schedules. Speed training can increase the size
of your fast twitch muscle fibres and leads to a more
coordinated recruitment of these fibres, helping to produce
greater speed. 

WHAT’S IMPORTANT FOR FOOTBALLERS?

Acceleration, deceleration and change of direction at speed are
far more important than top speed in football, to be effective on
the pitch you need to be able to reach your top speed in under
30m. You also need balance, core stability, eccentric strength
and a sound running technique (specific to how a footballer
should run). In this programme, you'll see that many of our
exercises don't include ball work. This is because training fast
movements with a ball at your feet actually slows the
movements too much and is therefore detrimental in producing
the overload required to increase speed.

When we talk about speed in football, we are specifically
referring to:

…as well as the actual speed of your movements. Being a fast
runner is not going to be enough in a match if you’re slow in your
reactions and lack game-reading ability.

The different types of movements which require speed (and that
you will train in this programme) are:

1.
2.
3.
4.

L E T ' S  G E T  S T A R T E D

Joint lubrication
Nutrient delivery
Nerve message speed

5. Reactive & change of direction agility
6. Deceleration & acceleration over short distances

When training for speed, it's important that you allow for periods
of recovery in order for adaptations to occur. You should be
aiming to perform each sprint at 100% intensity. Improving the
quality of each sprint is what's important to increase speed, not
just performing as many sprints as possible in a given time.
Hydration is also key and will aid in: 
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To increase speed, the main focus is really on conditioning your
nervous system to fire impulses to your muscles at greater
speed. By doing this, your rate of contraction will be increased,
meaning that although you will possess similar levels of strength,
you will be able to apply that force to the ground
in less time, making you a faster, more explosive player! This will
be achieved through both the gym and pitch-based sessions
included in this programme.

BEFORE YOU START



The gym sessions include plyometric, ballistic and speed strength
exercises (power). All of the gym workouts include equipment
which you will find in most standard gyms, they should take you
no longer than 40 minutes to complete. 

The pitch sessions are made up of a speed specific warmup,
plyometric exercises and then the sprints, followed by a cool
down. There are 4 different sprint variations to complete during
each session, and it will take roughly 1 hour to complete a pitch-
based session from start to finish. 

As this programme is designed to be done in-season, the
workouts will need to be scheduled around your team sessions
and matches. You can follow the guideline we have included of 3
training days per week for four weeks, however if you’re feeling
sore or have a busy team schedule and can only fit in one or two
training days per week that is absolutely fine. You can still see
progressions in your speed just from one training day per week,
spread over a greater number of weeks. Try and stick to our
schedule if possible, but do not stress if you have to make
adjustments. Remember that being fresh to perform at your best
in team training and matches is always the priority.

When training for speed we are not aiming to build up muscular
fatigue, it's about quality and maximal intent in everything you
do rather than doing as many reps as possible until you can't do
any more. However, if you have not done a lot of
plyometric/ballistic exercises before, you may initially feel some
muscle soreness for a day or two. You should wait until this
soreness goes before continuing as it will affect your ability to
perform the actions maximally.

As this is a 4-week booster programme for speed during the
season, you should not do any other type of strength training
alongside this programme. All you will need to do over the 4
weeks is your team training sessions and this speed programme.
If you have the time available, you could also do our injury
prevention programme alongside this. Making sure your nutrition
is on point will also maximise your results and aid in recovery.

As mentioned, the quality of each rep is of upmost importance.
You should aim to be fully recovered before each new sprint rep
on the pitch and between sets of plyometrics and gym exercises.
Stop and rest if you start to feel too fatigued. In this case less is
more, the sole outcome of this programme is to become faster in
a number of directions over 1 rep. Once you have achieved that,
the focus is then on being able to maintain bursts of your new
heightened level of speed repeatedly over 90+ minutes. This can
be achieved with either our in-season or stamina programmes.

HOW THE PROGRAMME

WORKS
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The programme is made up of two main elements: gym-based
workouts and pitch-based sessions. In total there are three
training days per week and four rest days. Pitch session one
focuses on linear speed, pitch session two focuses on multi-
directional speed and pitch session three focuses on
deceleration. The rest time is vitally important to your speed 

T H E  P R O G R A M M E
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progress whilst using this programme. 

Repeat this for four weeks, using the reps and set guidelines
outlined later in the guide.



Please note: Reps are per leg for unilateral (single sided) exercises.
Aim to perform each rep explosively but with control. However,
perform the Nordics slow and controlled. If you want to increase
the weight or resistance being used, do not lift more than your 

G Y M  W O R K O U T S
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bodyweight + 20-30% or 20-30% of your 1RM. In these gym
workouts we are conditioning the nervous system and should
NOT be working until fatigued, like in many other types of gym
training.

https://vimeo.com/275160165/031cb47861
https://vimeo.com/275160296/f79294cd52
https://vimeo.com/275160441/b2cc7e74d9


P I T C H  S E S S I O N S
Each pitch session is made up of: Warm up + Plyometrics + 4 Sprint Variations + Cool Down
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SPRINT 1 SPRINT 2

https://vimeo.com/261816491
https://vimeo.com/410132972/2774e2eb0d
https://vimeo.com/227606185
https://vimeo.com/410229680/b7c1744b9a
https://vimeo.com/410240797/5d63593355
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SPRINT 3 SPRINT 4

SPRINT 1 SPRINT 2

SPRINT 3 SPRINT 4

https://vimeo.com/410233442/615dec1cb6
https://vimeo.com/410247191/ff5797592b


SPRINT 1 SPRINT 2

SPRINT 3 SPRINT 4
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https://vimeo.com/410254526/0357177b09
https://vimeo.com/410252013/0a0461160c


C O A C H I N G  V I D E O S
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LADDER & HURDLE

MECHANICS

PERFECT SPRINTING

TECHNIQUE

PRO SPRINTING ANALYSIS

FAST TURNING TECHNIQUE

FAST STOPPING

TECHNIQUE

https://vimeo.com/386467874/6abec0a71d
https://vimeo.com/386465522/50e7f540a1
https://vimeo.com/386463984/87a3893563
https://vimeo.com/265193577
https://vimeo.com/256096654


M A T C H F I T C O N D I T I O N I N G . C O M

T H A N K  Y O U
FOR  TRAINING  WITH


